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Hessler's Junior Science 
for 
Virginia Schools 
John G. Hessler, noted scientist and teacher, has written Junior Sc'ence for High School beginners in a style that is simple, direct and lorcefnl. Philosophic discussion 
omitted while technical terms and mathematical formulae are reduced to a minimum. The useful facts of science are presented in an interesting scientific manner The problem method of presenting knowledge used m this Look is nnlcjue. Kacn paragraph is introduced as a problem, which immediately arouses the pupil s interest 
and stimulates his thongbt. , . ..  . The text is exceptionally practical in both content and presentation. The author 3 
aim is to stimulate interest in common, phenomena, and show the usefulness of science in its innumerable applications to everyday living. Junior Science is the best balanced text book in its selection of material—it is 
neither chemistry, physical geography, nor biology, yet it covers all the sciences, and 
selects the most fundamental Ideas used in the pursuit of scientific study, and in the Interpretation of our complex environment. „ , . , 
The mechanical features of this book are excellent. The page is large and 
open the print is large, important ideas are emphasized in heavy black type, with numer- 
ous diagrams, an excellent summary and a list of review questions. 
A Laboratory Manual, suggesting many interesting problems, selected from our 
everyday experiences, follows the course of the text. These experiments can be solved 
with a minimum amount of apparatus. There are suggestions to teachers, list of ma. 
teriaL^PParatus,^etc.^ gclence approaches the Ideal in a beginner's text book. Your 
pupils deserve the best. 
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